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DP theatre collaborative project 
Cover sheet (pilot only) 
This sheet must be completed ond submitted os poge 1 of the project report for the colfoborativr projrct 
assessment tosk. Failure to submit this sheet will result In the worlc not being marked. 

Screen shot of student 
from the submitted video 

How can the student be identified in the video recording? 
ISO words maximum I 

am wearing a ong accen . 
t the end of the piece my voice changed into an american 

accent as well as my wig comes off. 

What was the chosen starting point for the collaborative project? 

Hurricane durian Article in the bahamas -Climate Change Stimulus 

How many students were in the group? (6 students maximum) 
... 1
5

_· _______ _. 

What were the ensemble's collaboratively written theatre-maker intentions? (200 words max) 
n artic e on urncane unan in t e amas was t e stJmu us o our piece. rom 

this, we decided to explore the perspective of climate change skeptics. We did this in 
a satirical way aimed at students in grade 10 and above since they have an 
awareness of the perspectives of climate change. The piece will be performed in 
amphitheater to replicate a UN conference, further building onto the idea that the topic 
is serious. This conflict between two-dimensional adults and the transformed teenager 
demonstrates the issue of adults are acting like children while the children are the 
ones taking responsibility to save the earth. Overall, this will allow people to laugh 
about a deeply serious issue, knowing adults are doing nothing to solve it, creating 
tension about what the future holds. 

PROJECT REPORT: How many pages have been submitted? 
1
14(10 pages maximum excluding the coversheet and list of sources) 

VIDEO RECORDING: How long was the final piece? 
(10 minutes maximum) 

VIDEO RECORDING 
Timecode 1 

1
1 :42- 2:12

(Max 2 minutes) �- -------� 

19:19

VIDEO RECORDING 
Tlmecode 2 
(Max 2 minutes) 17:50-

9:14 
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2A 
Collaborative Process and Performance 

Process: 
This year our group was decided depending on the stimulus brought in by the individuals. Our group 

members had brought in a similar stimulus. By the end of this part of the process, we had formed a group 
of 5. The members were Gry, Simar, Yue, Alisa and Myself (Airi). The group's stimulus is presented in 

figure1. (Figure 1) 

(figure1: stimulus) 

In figure 1 it shows the different stimulus brought in by different people as well as the stimulus being 
unpacked with smaller other ideas revolving the main topic. We wrote the different stimulus's brought in 
by individuals on a piece of paper so we could look through the different possibilities and choose one 
similar topic that was mentioned between the group members 

Final Stimuli : 
Climate Change was a stimulus that mostly everyone in our group had mentioned while sharing our 
individual stimulus, for example, Gry's stimulus on the "Bohemia News article on climate change", Alisa's 
stimulus on the "Water Crisis in India, leading to poverty", and my stimulus on the "Consequences of 
Climate Change for future generations". The connection between them has led to us finalizing and 
Agreeing to our Stimulus on "Climate Change" 

In Figure 2 it displays the individual's thoughts on the topic of "Climate Change" (figure 2) 

Gry - Some people ignore it, but it is becoming more apparent everywhere
- Disasters happen all the time and become more brutal
- Greta Thunberg will solve some problems (save younger generations)
- Future, kids, and grandkids
- We will die
- No future, No planet
- The world is a cruel place (LIC's point of view)

Airi - Thinking about the future of the younger generation
- Winter with less snow, no skiing= fewer winter activities available in the future
- New diseases
- Detrimental weather changes throughout the world
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Alisa 

Yue 

When will people start taking action 

Over exploited the use of plastic since it is so convenient. But with consistent steps, 
we can change the state of our world 
Because companies are not going to change their way 
Companies will do anything for money 
What about the people like us who can make a change 

Does not relate to me 
Not understanding the meaning of warning about climate change at our age 
I know its a serious problem right now 
therefore if someone asks to do something that doesn't affect the daily life to help 
resolve the problem of climate change then I would do it. 
If it takes away part of the profit then don't do anything about it 
Kids?, Family? We will all die in the future and that doesn't matter in the future. 

(figure 2: opinions on climate change) 

What workshops were the most enlightening? Why? 
The workshop we have done during our early process was related to creating exaggerated characters. 
The reason why we all searched for workshops in relation to satire/comedy is that our performance genre 
was based on satire/comedy. There were many different workshops we have done during this part of the 
process so that the actors could get used to this use of exaggeration and comedy. I think that if we did not 
do any of the workshops the actors would not have enough skills to pull off a good piece in relation to this 
genre. 

What activity generated the best content? Why? 
One of the activities that generated the best content for our performance was when we started the 
session by playing a mini activity of charades. The activity was done at the early stages of the process 
where we did not know what role we were going to play in our final performance. The point of this activity 
was to get in a group of 2 and a group of 3 (I was in a group with Gry), we then picked out a name from a 
hat. The names in the hat consisted of stakeholders when it comes to the topic of climate change After we 
took out a name from the hat we had to think of and create a 2min monologue in a very exaggerated way 
as the character talking about how "climate change is not real". This Activity has helped us generate the 
most amount of material because this has not only solidified the genre of satire/comedy for sure but as 
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well as finding characters that matched in with our topic of climate change. 

(figure 3: Activity) 
When did you find the group 
enthusiastically agreeing? Why? 
There were alot of times where our group
has enthusiastically agreed to specific 
modifications or materials that were 
generated throughout the process of making
this performance. 
The main 4 situations where I saw great 
enthusiasm was when, 
1 ) the karaoke section was generated 
2) when the songs were mostly stereotypical
as well as Yue dancing the Gangnam style 
3) when We came up with the 2D to 3D 
character change for Greta. Katniss came up
4) After the props were created. 
The sessions/classes, where these materials 
were created was one of our most productive

and fun classes, this was where we were all happy with what we have created. These classes were the
times where we have generated material in relation to our intention towards the audience and where it 
has impacted them the most. 

When did you struggle to generate content? How did you feel when this happened? 
During the process, we had some activities that led us to nothing useful and also made us struggle to 
generate content. Right after we have chosen the characters played by the actors there were times where
the storyline did not match or work with what we wanted to do. These times were one of our hardest days
to stay focused and where we had a lot of disputes about a person's opinion on a scene or lines. Some 
people's opinions also clash against other individual's preferences which created tension between the 
people in our group. 

When did you argue? Why? 
The times when my group had arguments were mostly on our unproductive sessions where everyone was
feeling down due to cutting out parts through our storyboard. The reason we had to cut out some parts of 
the performance was due to our group being over the time limit. Some people got offended due to their 
parts getting shorter or their ideas getting cut out. Our first rough draft of the order for our project was 
going to be: (written by Airi) 

1. Project climate change pictures and videos with a sound of news reporters talking about the 
impacts. 

2. "Donald Trump" walk up to the podium and says that it is all fake news, as well as mentions the
fact that it is all photoshopped pictures, Then mentions china 

3. Facetime call to china (Chinese politician acted out by Tina) 
4. All politicians come to the conclusion that climate change is not happening 
5. "Greta" stands up explaining the truth about climate change but gets shut out by the others
6. A short argument between Greta and Industry owner (climate change real or not) 
7. A friendly talk between French and English (climate change is not real)
8. Politicians play a game "tossing earth" while Greta tries to save it 
9. The earth Drops (everyone laughing except Greta) 
10. Then everyone says an anti-climate change line 

Changes 

I Deleted I Still there 
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Project climate change pictures and 
videos with a sound of news reporters 
talking about the impacts. 
"Donald Trump" walk up to the podium 
and says that it is all fake news, as well as 
mentions the fact that it is all 
photoshopped pictures, Then mentions 
China 
Facetime call to china (Chinese politician 
acted out by Tina) 
All politicians come to the conclusion that 
climate change is not happening 
A friendly talk between French and 
English (climate change is not real} 

Added to the performance 

A short argument between Greta and 
Industry owner (climate change real or 
not) 
"Greta" stands up explaining the truth 
about climate change but gets shut out by 
the others 
Politicians play a game "tossing earth" 
while Greta tries to save it 
The earth Drops (everyone laughing 
except Greta) 

Kim Kardashian starting the performance off by introducing the conference, herself and the 
other people 
Karaoke Scene 
Dancing, Eating, Drinking, Singing 
Chaos when Kim Jun Un "blow up the earth" 
Katniss Change 

How did you overcome these challenges? 
Even though our group went through these challenges we have always overcome them like a 
rollercoaster. We might have a lot of disputes over the piece but our group had this one tactic to 
overcome our challenging times. The tactic for whenever our group couldn't choose one idea was: the 
group members had to drop down as many ideas that could possibly fit in the specific scene that had a 
problem. Then open-mindedly choose ideas from different people and talk out with everyone the ideas 
that stood out in relation to acting, staging, the voice for that specific scene. After talking it out the 
problems got fixed so I feel like this method worked the best for our group. 

A most entertaining and productive session (what led to this?) 
One most entertaining and productive session we had was when we came into the class struggling to find 
a storyline. I then got up towards the board and started drawing boxed and named it one through 10 
because we have 10 min. Then we started thinking about the time everyone need, for example, I need 2 
minutes of performance time and 2 minutes where I have my sound production. We then picked out the 
boxes we wanted, for example, I chose boxes 6 and 10. Box 6 was for my production element which is 
sound and Box 10 for my performance. This was very entertaining because we all drew out the possible 
actions and lines we could say during the scenes. 

2B 
Theatre-Makers Intention 

How you met your intentions, or didn't, in the final video-recorded performance? 
"Intention" 

Through my perspective when I look at the whole performance, the intention we were trying to convey 
to the audience was clear. The reason why is because After reading through and verbally receiving 
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some feedback on our acting I feel as if our group has changed the audience's understanding of how 
"non-climate change believers" see the world and how it is affecting younger generations such as my 
role Greta Thunberg. The feedback we have received "The beginning helped identify each character's 
characteristics and role in the scene." (Fukaya, 2019) shows that the character's perspective on the 
issue was clear. I think overall that the performance has been successful with many positive aspects. 

What elements of Drama did the group choose to use? Why? 

Genre and Theme 

A United Nations conference (inspired) on Climate Change. 
Satire/ Comedy Genre 

Globe P..-ing Bit (Cry) 

"EVERYONE sluing bdund desb u«pl GRY. YUE is building o twd«lr u..'l'tlpon thiff9 out QJ ,,...,.. 
GRY: Hey I'm Kim. �n. if )'UU didn't gt'l thaL I just wann.111 stan b)' M)ing Ytldcome lo 
the t1NNNS and wait for it, N, And thank you 10 Trump for getting impeadled and asking me, 
to �reseat lheone 11.Dd on!);· usor A. Soigueisi ba\-e to liu introdUB! e\'t'r)VM ht-tt. So 
first "''eha\st •.. ummm •t.oobat papa-• Nareeduh Moody?That's., like, oot american. 
Namast�! Nm thanking the British dude. umm ... Bob Dudley .• ,.,ink° IIC!'Sl()nflSgh'e.tne. 
new �dc-al in oil wtly, we h.n� Kim Jung Uo •bow,.,ith ass out• who took• break 
from his morning mis.me ttaclrlng. Oby,_, k-l'J get riih:t lnto it. P-tm ""'e hase ummm. .. 
Grma Tbunhcrz��about � hh, called dlmate dwige.. "dappi119

° 

•,,Uri wafks to omltr-Jtope• 

AIRI: rm hiff to ffllleall of)\'.>U panic. Climat� change is real! It ii happening to lhe Earth 
and abotoculture! You thought 1 "'-uSwtmsh but gt>CA ,.,bat? I am frmch now. Cu1tun:! 
c1w>« .. -.,.,,,.,...,..,. (fiQure 4: script outline scene1) 

Plot (Figure 3) 

- Globe passing: this scene was the beginning where Kim Kardashian played by gry opens up
the conference with her speech introducing the theme and the characters. The follow up is
when Greta Thunberg talks about the importance of climate change and how we should
make a change. Interrupted by adult characters where they snatch the globe and state their
characters opinion on the topic of climate change being all fake

- Lunch scene: The lunch scene shows the audience that the adult characters are not caring
about the conference and about the impact climate change has on our world right now. They
are also ignoring the things that are happening around them. The karaoke scene is one of
the important scenes due to the fact that it shows a contrast of the character so cares about
climate change and is willing to make a change compared to the characters ignoring the fact
that it is happening.

- Kim Kardashian- only caring about her social status on social media.
- Industry owner- cares a lot about the money.
- Kim Jun Un- he will destroy the world anyways.
- Indian politician- makes himself look like he cares but actually doesn't.

- Kim Jun Un rocket scene: tells the kid to not worry because he will bomb the earth. Finally
shows the audience another perspective which is the world not even existing anymore due
to that one character.

- Final- The young character cannot take the nonsense anymore so she snaps. She first talks
about the impact of climate change and how this affects the younger generation but then a
character change is shown here. Greta turns into Katniss and a monologue talking to the
people around the districts and the president about the impact of the war, which in this piece
this will be related to the impact of climate change.
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Staging (Figure 4) 

Like a conference: 
Tables surrounding forming a square without one side and chairs around it. 

(fiqure 6: characters costumes) 
Props, Costumes, Lighting, (Figure 5) (Figure 6) (Figure 7) 

Props: props were all made by cardboard due to the fact that we are a moving theatre company. 
Computers, Globes, Lunch scene props, Microphones. These were all created and designed by Yue 
with help from others in the group. 

Costumes: costumes are based on the character's actual clothing style. This was searched up by 
Simar. 

Lighting: one major lighting scene is the karaoke scene where a disco ball was installed to give more 
of an actual karaoke feeling for the audience, as well as the genre of Satire/Comedy we had to 
exaggerate the use of props, lighting, and costumes, 
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Propsllst 

Globe basketball 
Second small pape, globe 
Microphone 
4 laptops 

Stuff on the lunch tabfa· 4 small wino glasses, 2-2 wine glasses. 2 small 
w.nct 2 btg wino. hilmburQQr. foes 
Am: bread. bomboo c:,,p. bog, WIQ 
Ah .. bnefcuse. 94 money, Big Bu,,oes, boatd 
Grv b•g phone 
Smar 
Yue. m•tenal fo, the bomb 

MlSS•ng· Simar lunch �s. Aul bow and arrows 

Characters 

1 climate change believer 
Greta Thunberg - played by Airi 

3 non-climate change believers 
Kim Kardashian - played by Gry 
Indian Politician - played by Simar 
Industry Owner - played by Alisa 

1 doesn't care whether it is real or fake 
Kim Jong Un - played by Yue 

What was successful? Why? 

Gry (first scene) 

Alisa (karaoke scene) 

Yue (prop-making) 

Simar (lighting and costume) 

Myself (karaoke and finale) 

There were alot of successes throughout our performance. The most successful part of the 
performance was the actors all staying in character. For example "Gry evokes emotions by mimicking, 
voice, the body language of Kim effectively creates a sense of frustration in the audience who likes to 
hate her but recognize her destructive behavior. Voice very clear, projects well." (Lugasi, 2019) Gry had 
Kim Kardashian as her character. Her use of Voice and body movements shows that she was in 
character all the time. Another example "Big business - British accent was good" (McCormick, 2019) 
Alisa with her use of the British accent and the costume she wore she was in character the whole time. 
Voice is one of the biggest and most important things that we have focused on during our process 
which then helped us during our performance to stay in character all the time. 
There is another successful thing we have done which is the use of space throughout the performance. 
For example, the globe tossing part where Greta follows the globe around while the eyes focusing on 
the globe the whole entire time "I like how Airi was acting "childish" showing that our generation is 
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going to be affected. Moreover, how she was always focusing/looking for the "earth" shows that she 
cares." (Yang, 2019). There are other parts of the piece where we can see a successful use of space 
such as the last scene where the katniss character uses the whole stage to walk around talking about 
the impacts that the capitol has done to a district. The use of space builds tension such as the last 
scene were walking right up to the audience and talking right directly at them has impacted them in a 
way to feel the same way the character felt. "At the end after the wig was taken off, Airi gave great 
emotion. What she was stating was so meaningful. I felt every word that she was saying and it gave me 
chills." (Pinsonnat, 2019) 

What was challenging during the performance? How did your group overcome these 
challenges? 
There was this one incident that happened during the performance which was pretty bad. Our group 
during the first scene where we were tossing the globe ball, the ball accidentally dropped on the ground 
which then we had a small awkward silence were we panicked a little bit but we have overcome this by 
adding a line and small movement that saved the scene. After talking to some friends after the 
performance I got comments saying "when the globe ball dropped I thought it was intentional, it was 
smoothly saved, I did not realize" (McCormick, 2019). So I think that the challenges we faced (the 
mistake that happened) during our performance was saved in the best way to make the performance 
run smoothly. 

A clear reference to feedback received from your audience at the final performance which backs 
up your opinions and statements? 

In my opinion, I believe that the questions asked to our target audiences were very effective in seeing 
whether our intention was clearly met. The answers we have received from each individual audience 
member showed us that we have met our goal. In the globe throwing scene at the beginning of the 
performance, I feel like the use of focusing of the globe for Greta's character was very effective for the 
impact of growing up's not caring much about the effects of climate change and the future of our world 
while on the other hand, the childish Greta cares about her future and the future of the planet. We can 
also tell that this scene was effective from this feedback "I like how Airi was acting "childish" showing 
that our generation is going to be affected. Moreover, how she was always focusing/looking for the 
"earth" shows that she cares." (Qi, 2019). 

Individual Contribution 
(2 Min Production) (2 Min Performance) 

The two minutes I have chosen for this write up is the ending where my character, Greta 
Thunberg, turns into another character. The other character that I have chosen for this 
performance was Katniss from The Hunger Games. 

Performance ski 
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20 and 30 difference 
The difference between a 2D performer and a 3D performer is that 2D means the actor never changes 
roles throughout the performance, on the other hand, 3D means that there is a change in character, 
where the actor transforms from one character to another. 
During the whole performance, 4 out of 5 actors had a 2D role where they did not transform characters. 
But during the two minute part of the performance I have chosen to talk about, we can see that this shift 
in character happens to one of the actors. The Actor is Me, where I turn from an innocent young and 
childish overexaggerated French Greta Thungerg character to a brave and courageous American 
accent Katniss Everdeen character. I feel like during this part of the performance I feel like I was very 
good at staying in character. The shift of character from Greta Thunberg to Katniss Everdeen that I 
have chosen to do was the use of my body movement. Greta Thunberg as a child she is I have chosen 
to act with smaller movements such as hand gestures but not any movement with the legs. On the 
other hand for Katniss, I chose to use the space more by walking around the stage and having much 
more focused eye contact with the audience. Whilst I was walking around the room my eye contact with 
the audience has not only impacted them by just looking towards me but also build tension allowing 
them to feel the emotions that were conveyed in this scene 

Voice 
Another aspect of performance skill I have chosen to focus mainly on is the use of voice which differed 
the different characters I have played during this performance. 

Greta Thunberg Katniss Everdeen 

- The use of a trench accent and a higher - I used a much stronger voice to portray
voice to show the childishness of the the character of Katniss due to the fact
character contrasting to the other actors that her character in the hunger game is
who played adult characters. very powerful.

- The whininess in the voice used for - The shift into the American accent was
Greta Thunberg was very effective in on the parts where we shifted the
showing the audience the younger character from Greta.
generations asking for help to make this - "Airi - speeding up the dialogue raised
world better for the rest of the intensity?" (Rippon, 2019)
generations to come - I have also sped up the part of Katniss

- "The childishness in Airi's voice shows due to the fact that when people are
that she needs the adults to help in mad they tend to start speaking faster to
saving the world" (Berclaz, 2019) show the emotion of frustration.

- "I felt the emotion from Airi of how she
was angry and this issue is serious. The
others acting helped to build Airi's
tension at the end." (Choi, 2019)

Production skill 

Sound N1: Karaoke Scene 

During the karaoke scene, there were 4 different songs that played. 
1. Abba - Money Money Money
2. Double Take - Hot problems
3. Psy - Gangnam Style
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4. Daler Mehndi - Tunak Tunak Tun

These songs were chosen from the personalities of the over-exaggerated characters. This scene 
needed the music because it was a karaoke scene as well as this was one of the most important parts 
of the performance because this fits our genre on comedy the most. "Music was well chosen to reflect 
the cultural diversity of the characters "(Qi, 2019). 

■ [II] 11Dl1

MOV 

theatre.mov 

000 V 
000 

Sound N2: Final Scene 

Theatre HL 

MOV 

katnis.mov 
(Figure 9: a screen shot of the music recording) 

During the final scene with my 2 min of performance, I was thinking about the shift in character as well 
as the dialogue that was said during this part. Having a very intense moment as the character of 
katniss I have chosen a piece of very dramatic music as a background. The things said during this 
scene matched the sound I have chosen. The reason why dramatic music was used for this part of the 
performance was to build up the tension to show the audience the frustration in the character I played 
in with the issues of climate change."Once Gretta took off her wig, there was a dramatic soundtrack in 
the background that gave great tension." (Tsujito, 2019) 

The sound of the end was emotional and made it dramatic (Heaney, 2019). As well as following up the 
genre of satire and the use of being exaggerating this music fit that the most. 
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